Women differ from men, and also from

Once you've decided on the calibre, you

each other. Generally, a smaller built lady
will choose a small calibre, while a larger or

can consider the look of the rifle and type

taller lady will like to handle a big calibre.
However, a petite lady or strong, tall

stock, while others favour a synthetic
version. There are also many variations
on stock colour and design. For example,

woman can handle any range of calibres if
they have good shooting technique. For
an inexperienced lady who wants to start
hunting or shooting, I suggest a small
calibre. One that is not too heavy and
with little to no recoil, which is where the
rifle 'kicks back' after a shot and this can
intimidate or even injure a new shooter if
they do not use good shooting skills.
I personally hunt with .243, .270 or .308
and my big calibre .375. It is a personal
choice and practical for me. I hunt big and
small game with those calibres and I can
shoot short and long distances. I am a tall
lady with broad shoulders so a large rifle
is easy for me to handle.
As a beginner, I would suggest to first
hunt small game species such as feral
cats, rabbits, goats and foxes with a .22.
This calibre is usually an affordable rifle
for entry into hunting and shooting and
what most young hunters will be given as
their first rifle. You can perhaps graduate
to fallow deer and pigs, with a calibre such
as the .243. It can shoot longer distances
and also offers the novice hunter a taste
of success and an idea of what to expect
when she decides to hunt a bigger species
in the future.

of stock. Some people prefer a wooden

some rifles are available in pink camou
flage patterns.
The rifle should fit you well (see AWS 2).
For a small framed lady I recommend you
purchase a rifle designed specifically for
women. Such a rifle is made shorter, lighter
and has slight alterations to the model that
make it more befitting for the anatomy of a
female's upper body. Some ladies may have
a preference for a particular brand. These
factors are all personal and the huntress
should try a selection of rifles to decide
what feels best for her. If hunting for the
pot you want to retain as much meat as
possible. Therefore the choice of calibre
is again important. If you use too large a
calibre on a small creature you may ruin
much of the meat, but too small a calibre
might not be sufficient.

The next important question is which
game you will mostly target. For example,
if you mainly shoot animals no bigger
than a fallow deer, consider buying a
calibre that's more suitable for that. But
maybe you're going to hunt red or sambar
deer? In that case you would want a larger
calibre. You may consider buying two
separate rifles. But you may be conscious
of finances or perhaps find yourself hunt
ing in an area where you run into both
species. There are calibres that are quite
versatile and you have to ask yourself
what kind of wildlife you will shoot the
most to determine which side of the
spectrum you have to buy.
As far as the different species of wildlife
are concerned, there is actually only one
parameter and that is the bullet must
have enough killing ability for the size of
the species.
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Heavier bullets tend to have higher bal
listic coefficient (ability to flow through
the air while maintaining velocity) because
of their length. Monolithic bullets have
the same length with a high;r BC, but are
lighter in weight. Heavier bul
w II ave
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more drop, but

Terrain considerations
1. Open country where shots are mostly
over long distances of 180m-plus:
• Flat trajectory.
• Not wind-sensitive.
• Enough kill ability (energy), even at a
distance longer than 300m.
2. Thick forest where most shots are at
shorter distances:
• Slower bullet speed.
• Ability to shoot fairly heavy bullets.
• Enough killing power (energy) with a
relatively low bullet speed.
3. Mixed field where you encounter both
terrains requires a combination of the
above, but especially the facility to handle
a range of bullets from fairly light to heavy.

This is useful for long, open shots where
wind may affect the flight. So the best
solution will be to test your rifle with dif
ferent weight bullets at longer distances.
Lighter bullets will lose impact energy
(force with which they hit the animal)
at longer distances. High velocity is the
selling point of a light bullet. Heavy bullets
will maintain energy but lose velocity. So a
medium weight bullet has a higher veloc
ity and higher BC but the impact on the
animal at long di:-,tances will be lower.

There is no one-size-fits-all rifle for every
situation or hunter, but knowing the pros
and cons of each calibre and the ammu
nition will allow you to make the best
judgment for yourself. My advice is to
just go out to the range and try different
rifles. Talk to other hunters and do your
research and you will be able to find the
one rifle that is perfect for you.
Once you have decided on your rifle you
need to apply for a 'Permit to Ac9uire'
(PTA). The firearms registry will then
send your PTA to you, or to the nomi

ability, your firearm handling and your
shot placement. The more you shoot with
your firearm, the more familiar you will be
with it. Try to get to the shooting range
every month.
With time you can shoot at different dis
tances. You will learn to know your e9uip
ment like your scope. You wiM discern
exactly where your bullet will fall and
at what distance. It takes time to build
up knowledge. Even the most expensive
e9uipment and best brand firearms won't
make you an expert overnight.
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your firearm.

The most important thing is that you
should enjoy hunting. Put yourself out

to have a gun for every situation, it is
mostly impossible due to various factors.
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there amid nature - it gives you a deeper
appreciation for all sorts of life and also
helps to keep you more in touch with your

the rifle in with two or three different types
of ammunition and shoot at 100m until

roots. I think you will agree that hunting
is the most ethical way to kill an animal
for its meat. Hunting is a part of life and
there is no shame in honouring our long,

lf we have to summarise all this, the fol
lowing is clear. Although it would be ideal

Remember, we are talking about game
from goats, small deer and pigs to larger
deer such as sambar.
If you want to hunt bigger animals like
buffaloes, or African species such as kudu
and eland then you need to look at the
much larger calibres like the .338 and
above. But that's a subject for another
day. The best calibre for the big game
species is still debated even after all these
years by hunters who have experienced
dangerous episodes with bulky beasts.

nated gunshop and you can go to pick up

Once you have received your rifle, take it to
your local SSA A shooting range and sight

you obtain your best grouping possible.
Remember it's very important to practise
on a regular basis. Through fre9uent

rich hunting heritage.

practice you will improve your shooting

Subscribe to Australian Hunter magazine at:
membership.ssaa.org.au/forms/hunter and follow on
Facebook at: facebook.com/AustralianHunterMagazine
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